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Hi, my name is This month I have read all the Harry Potter book
series. I like the homeschool curriculum the way it is. I would fight back if you are going to
change it. It's not nice to make us sit down and do hours and hours of SCHOOLWORK when
we could be learning what our life holds for us. I feel sorry for the school kids that have to sit
in a hot classroom while we homeschoolers are doing arts and crafts,coding,maths,and
cooking. You know stuff we will need to use in real life.

We live in a caravan and are travelling around Australia. We are enjoying the beauty of our
world. So I'm asking you how we are meant to enjoy what we do if we have to waste 2 to 3
hours doing boring school work? I could be learning about how to help and save our animal
community from litter and fires and how to help them and give them a better life.

Yesterday I learnt how to clean a bike properly. We also went to the chocolate factory to see
how it is made. I love chocolate!!! I'm also a fan of chickens so I learnt how to build them a
safe place to sleep and how to care for them. I made a raft out of wood and rope and learnt
about my family tree.

I get to be myself with no one telling me who I'm meant to be. I can wear whatever I want
whenever I want, which is PINK PINK PINK. I love pink by the way. I don't have to wear ugly
blue or stuped green. Funny fact i can't wear white because it will turn to brown quickly
because I LOVE jumping in muddy puddles and building mudpies. You don't get that option
when you have to sit down which i can't do because i have ADHD. I also got PTSD from
school which means if you do even think about doing this I will swear to the gods of this
world i will lose my cool at YOU and i do not want to do that .I'm asking you very nicely not
to change it because if you do kids might as well live behind bars or maybe live in romans
time which i do not want to do. I know you adults don't like to listen to kids but you have to
hear us out. Kids are the future generation so maybe listen to us and maybe you will be
surprised by what we have to say. school life is well the most not rudest thing i can think of is
a big pile of no good dog poo. How about teaching kids about being kind and nice to each
other and learning how to cook and clean because when you leave home you will be in a bit
of a shock when you can't take care of yourself and your money is going to waste. I'm
happy about being a homeschooler. Please don't take my happiness away from me. wish
you luck all the best Leilani, one of the kids who wants the best for the world.

see aren't they just cute???




